Procedure for Replacement of
Timer Bezel
Within the timer bezel replacement kit you will find the following items: a plastic cover profile (with your sunbed’s logo
and warning statements), 2 colored trim profiles and the new
timer bezel. The cover profile and trim profiles are provided
because the old style bezel is held in place with screws which
go through the cover profile and trim profiles. The new ones
will eliminate the holes left by the screws. Disconnect power
before performing this procedure.
Refer to detail 1. To begin, pull off the timer knob (A). Remove
all four silver screws (B) and the two bronze screws (C) holding
the timer bezel (D) and wrap-around bezel piece (E) in place
(see NOTE). Remove the colored trim profiles from the front of
the canopy, the one on the acrylic side as well as the top side.
Remove the cover profile by prying it from the aluminum side
frame, at the center, and working out to the ends.

Now refer to detail 2. The new timer bezel (F) is held in place
by the two bronze screws (C) and the colored trim profile. This
improved design eliminates the need to remove the wraparound bezel piece when the acrylic is removed. Snap the new
cover profile in place. Start at the ends and work toward the
center as the ends of the cover slide under the endcap. Put the
new bezel (F) in place and secure with the bronze screws (C).
Snap the trim profiles back in place to secure the canopy cover,
timer bezel and acrylic. Again work from the ends to the center. Now press the timer knob (A) back on and the sunbed is
ready to use.

NOTE: For units with face tanners you will have to remove the
face tanner switch from the timer bezel. Unplug the wires leading to the switch, squeeze the sides of the switch and push out
of the bezel. Install the switch in the new bezel, in the same
orientation as it was removed, and reattach the wires.
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